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In Brief
Stabio et al. describe a novel type of output neuron of mouse retina that exhibits both direct, melanopsin-based photosensitivity and center-surround chromatic opponency generated by amacrine-cell inhibition. Their signals are routed toward visual cortex, where they may support color perception.
INTRODUCTION
Intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) differ from other retinal output neurons because their light responses are driven not only by synaptic signals derived from classical rod and cone photoreceptors but also by autonomous phototransduction, mediated by the photopigment melanopsin. They are diverse and are now thought to comprise five types, M1 through M5 cells Sonoda and Schmidt, 2016) . Relatively little is known about the M5 type (Dhande and Huberman, 2014; Ecker et al., 2010; Estevez et al., 2012; Schmidt et al., , 2014 Kofuji, 2009, 2011; Zhao et al., 2014) . Though described as a highly branched ON stratifying ipRGC subtype, the M5 cell's morphology has yet to be quantitatively distinguished from that of other ON monostratified ipRGCs. M5 cells have much weaker melanopsin-based photoresponses than the original M1 ipRGC type and stronger antagonism from the receptive-field surround (Ecker et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2014) . These observations suggest that M5 cells, like M4 (ON alpha) cells, may contribute to ''image-forming'' or spatial vision, whereas M1 cells serve non-image-forming visual reflex circuits, including those for circadian and pupillary control.
Here, we combine patch recording, intracellular staining, retrograde and viral labeling, and serial blockface electron microscopic reconstruction to provide a much fuller account of the structure and function of the M5 ipRGC type. The most striking functional feature of these cells is their pronounced chromatic opponency. They have sustained ON responses, receptive-field centers driven by balanced input from UV and mid-wavelength cone (M-cone) opsins, and a strong suppressive surround dominated by input from M-cones. This spectral opponency is unique among all ipRGC subtypes; M1-M4 cells lack it. We show by serial EM reconstruction that the UV ON-center mechanism derives in part from direct input from UV-selective Type-9 cone bipolar cells. Electrophysiological and pharmacological studies show that the M-cone dominant surround derives from wide-field GABAergic cells acting at least in part at the axon terminals of afferent bipolar cells. We show that spectrally opponent M5 cells contribute axons to the visual thalamus and may thus provide chromatic signal to primary visual cortex of mice and contribute to their capacity for color vision (Denman et al., 2017; Jacobs et al., 2004; Rhim et al., 2017) .
RESULTS

M5 Cells Are Morphologically Unique among ipRGCs We dye filled M5 cells along with other EGFP-positive ipRGCs in Opn4
Cre/+ ;Z/EG +/À mice during patch recording (n = 17) or by targeted injection with sharp micropipettes (n = 27). M5 cells were morphologically distinct from other known ipRGC types (M1-M4). Their dendrites were monostratified in the ON sublamina of the inner plexiform layer (IPL; Figure 1A ), whereas M1 ;Z/EG +/À retina and filled with lucifer yellow (green) during patch recording. Arrow indicates axon. Digitally flattened and rotated views of same cell shown in two narrow panels to the left and bottom; dendrites ramify proximal to (below) the ON ChAT band (red, anti-ChAT), close to the ganglion cell layer. Top right inset: intensity profiles plotting relative depth within IPL of M5 dendrites (green) compared to the ChAT bands (red).
(B) Dendritic arbors of four M5 ipRGCs (top) compared to representative M2 and M4 cells (bottom), all viewed en face at same magnification. Cells dye filled during patch recordings or by iontophoresis through sharp micropipettes were imaged by confocal microscopy. Maximum-intensity projections were converted to gray scale, inverted, and masked to show only the dye-filled cell. Arrowheads indicate axons.
(legend continued on next page)
and M3 cells deployed dendrites at least partly in the OFF sublamina. Though M2 and M4 ipRGCs also have monostratified dendritic arbors in the inner ON sublayer of the IPL, M5 cells were distinguishable from them on other grounds. M5 cells generally had more compact and highly branched dendritic profiles than M2 and M4 cells (mean field diameter: 224 ± 44 mm; mean total branch points: 52.1 ± 12.5; n = 44; Figure 1 and Table 1 ). Soma diameter of M5 cells averaged 14.2 ± 2.4 mm (n = 44, Figure 1 and Table 1 ); their somas were smaller and typically more spherical than M4 somata and their dendrites stratified slightly closer to the ganglion cell layer. M5 cells differed significantly from other monostratified ipRGCs in soma diameter, dendritic-field diameter, and total number of dendritic branch points (p < 0.01; Table 1 ). M5 cells also differed from M4 cells (but not M2 cells) in total dendritic length and number of primary dendrites (Table 1) . The difference in stratification was particularly helpful in distinguishing M5 from M4 cells in the temporal retina, where M4 cells are most densely distributed and have reduced dendritic field diameters (Bleckert et al., 2014) . We were able to partially reconstruct the mosaic of M5 cells from confocal stacks of GFP fluorescence in Opn4
Cre/+ ;Z/EG +/À retinas, optimized for visualizing GFP-tagged dendrites ( Figures  1C-1E ). In such material, most labeled RGCs could be recognized as belonging to one of the known types of ipRGCs, based on soma size and dendritic branching pattern and stratification ( Figures 1C-1E ). We used this strategy to identify and reconstruct the dendritic arbors of presumed M5 cells (and other ipRGC types) in several such confocal stacks ($250 3 250 mm). The dendritic profiles shown in Figures 1D and 1E are certainly incomplete; we truncated the tracing wherever we could no longer confidently determine which of two closely overlapping processes belonged to the traced cell. Despite incomplete reconstruction, the arbors of neighboring M5 cells consistently overlapped ( Figure 1D ), indicating that M5 cells tile the retina with a coverage greater than unity.
M5 Cells Have Weak Intrinsic Responses and Low Levels of Melanopsin Expression
We confirmed two earlier reports (Ecker et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2014 ) that M5 cells are intrinsically photosensitive (Figure 2A ). Under glutamatergic and ionotropic inhibitory synaptic blockade, bright, full-field light steps (480 nm) evoked in every M5 cell a slow depolarization and inward current (À10.3 ± 1.6 pA, n = 10). These intrinsic responses were smaller than those of M2 and M4 cells recorded under the same experimental conditions (M2: À16.3 ± 2.7 pA, n = 8; M4: À22.0 ± 3.8 pA, n = 21, Estevez et al., 2012) , confirming an earlier report (Zhao et al., 2014 ) that M5 cells have the weakest melanopsin responses of all known ipRGC types. The intrinsic melanopsin response ($10 pA) in M5 cells is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the extrinsic, synaptically mediated response (100-400 pA, Figures 2B and 3B) . Thus, rod/cone-driven synaptic signals dominate over melanopsin in shaping the light response of M5 cells.
Consistent with their weak intrinsic response, M5 cells were only marginally immunoreactive for melanopsin. Using an antibody protocol that readily marks M1-M3 ipRGCs, including their fine dendritic processes, only a minority of M5 cells exhibited unequivocal melanopsin immunolabeling. With tyramide signal amplification (Figure 2A) , however, the majority of dye-filled M5 cells tested (10/14) exhibited clear melanopsin immunofluorescence. The remaining cells either had equivocal labeling (2/14) or lacked detectable labeling altogether (2/14). Immunolabeling was invariably limited to the perisomatic region of M5 cells; their dendrites were never clearly labeled.
Chromatic Opponency of Synaptically Driven Light Responses in M5 Cells
The synaptically driven light responses of M5 cells were chromatically opponent. To full-field ultraviolet (UV; 360 nm) illumination, M5 cells exhibited sustained ON responses, consisting of a maintained depolarization and spiking in current-clamp recordings ( Figure 2B , top left trace), and a continuous inward current under voltage clamp at À64 mV as in Estevez et al. (2012) (Figure 2B , bottom left traces). These synaptically mediated responses were typically much larger than melanopsin-driven responses and had much faster onset and termination kinetics. However, they shared the sustained quality of the intrinsic response, lasting throughout a 10 s light step ( Figure 2B , left bottom trace), the longest duration we tested. In contrast, a full-field green stimulus (520 nm) was suppressive. In current clamp, it suppressed spiking and slightly hyperpolarized the cell (Figure 2B , top right trace), while in voltage clamp it induced an outward current ( Figure 2B , bottom right traces), which was sustained for at least 10 s ( Figure 2B , right bottom trace). Termination of a full-field green stimulus did not evoke an excitatory OFF response. Such chromatic opponency is absent in other ipRGC types Schmidt and Kofuji, 2010; Weng et al., 2013 ; and data not shown). It has been reported that some otherwise chromatically unselective mouse RGCs can exhibit chromatic tuning in the opsin transition zone, due to topographic gradients in expression of the two cone opsins (Chang et al., 2013) . This cannot fully account for the chromatic opponency of M5 cells, because we observed it both ventral and dorsal to the opsin transition zone.
Chromatic Opponency of M5 Cells Exhibits CenterSurround Spatial Organization
To dissect the spatial organization of this chromatic coding, we compared the cells' responses to narrow-band spectral stimuli delivered only to the receptive-field center (165 mm diameter spot) or to both the center and surround (620 mm diameter spot). The large spots evoked the same sort of response as had full-field stimuli: excitatory inward current for UV stimuli and an inhibitory outward current for green ones ( Figure 3A) . However, this spectral opponency was lost when stimulating with a small spot, which evoked strong inward currents for both wavelengths ( Figure 3A ). This chromatic opponency was observed in M5 cells even when the melanopsin gene was knocked out (Opn4 cre/cre ;Z/EG +/À mice; n = 2; data not shown),
indicating that intrinsic phototransduction in M5 cells is not required for their chromatic opponency. Surround antagonism could be evoked by stimuli of both wavelengths; that is, large spots typically evoked smaller responses than small ones. However, the magnitude of this surround antagonism depended on wavelength. For the UV stimulus, it was quite variable among cells ( Figures 3A, 3B , 3G, 3H, and 3Q) and overall the difference in current amplitude between small and large UV spots was not statistically significant (d = À166.4 [CI: À334.51, 195.94] , p = 0.485). For green stimuli, however, surround antagonism was strong enough to invert the net evoked current from inward to outward ( Figure 3A , 3B, 3G, and 3H), and this difference was statistically significant (d = À230.7 [CI: À387.1, 109.4], p < 0.001). To summarize the effect of spot size, we used the ratio of light-evoked excitatory currents evoked by large spots to that evoked by small spots ( Figure 3Q ). Ratios < 1 indicate surround antagonism while those >1 indicate surround facilitation. This ratio was variable for UV spots (0.85 ± 0.57; mean ± SD) with individual ratio values falling either below or above 1. In contrast, despite showing similar variation (À0.36 ± 0.59; mean ± SD), the ratio for green spots was negative, indicating an antagonistic surround, for virtually all cells tested, with only a single exception ( Figure 3Q ).
Stimuli evoking strong surround antagonism reduced membrane current noise ( Figure 2B , right middle, and Figure 3A , right). To quantify this effect, we plotted the standard deviation (SD) of the current during the plateau of the light response relative to its pre-stimulus baseline ( Figure 3B , inset, n = 8). Current noise was reduced by large mid-wavelength spots (520 nm, mean DSD = À2.0 ± 0.9 pA) but was increased by other light stimuli, including small spots of the same wavelength (520 nm, mean DSD = 4.1 ± 1.4 pA) and spots of shorter wavelength, whether large (360 nm, mean DSD = 4.8 ± 1.3 pA) or small (360 nm, mean DSD = 7.6 ± 2.7 pA). M5 cells, like M4 cells, had somewhat higher current noise at rest than other ipRGCs (mean SD of current in dark for 2 s pre-stimulus = 13.1 ± 5.4 pA; n = 8 M5 cells).
The ON-Center Mechanism of M5 Cells Receives Blended Opsin Inputs
We generated a simple model to estimate the relative contribution of the two cone opsin pigments to the receptive-field center of M5 cells. Rods were omitted from the model because they were severely bleached under our recording conditions (see Estevez et al., 2012) and presumably contributed little to the observed responses. Pure M-opsin drive failed to account for the spectral behavior of M5 receptive-field centers because it predicted a response to green light (520 nm) $2 log units higher than observed ( Figure S1A ). A model with pure UV cone opsin input also failed, predicting sensitivity to monochromatic green light (520 nm) far lower than we observed ( Figure S1B ). An optimal fit was obtained when we blended inputs from the two opsins at virtually equal strength (51% UV opsin input, 49% M-opsin input; Figure S1C ). These data suggest that bipolar inputs to M5 cells, in the aggregate, carry both cone-opsin pigment signals although the response to small UV spots was generally larger than that of small green spots.
All M5 Cell Input Is Driven by the ON Channel and Opponency Is GABA Mediated To assess the synaptic mechanism of the chromatic opponency, we introduced pharmacological antagonists into the bath. These experiments were conducted in two distinct cell samples, so separate pre-drug control data are shown for each. In the first series, we applied a cocktail of ionotropic GABA-receptor blockers: ((1,2,5,6-Tetrahydropyridin-4-yl)methylphosphinic acid (TPMPA) for GABA C and gabazine for GABA A ). This inverted the sign of the response induced by large green spots, from inhibitory outward to excitatory inward current (Figures 3E and 3F, n = 4 Unlike the pronounced effects of blocking GABA receptors, blocking glycinergic transmission with strychnine had little effect on chromatic opponency. Under strychnine, the response to large green spots remained a net outward current ( To test whether pH-sensitive feedback from horizontal cells onto photoreceptors plays a role in the chromatic opponency, we supplemented the bath with the HEPES buffer (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid; (Cadetti and Thoreson, 2006; Thoreson et al., 2008) . This inverted the response to a large green spot from a small net outward to a small net inward current ( Figures 3M and 3N To facilitate comparisons among these pharmacological experiments, we plot in Figure 3R the ratio of maximum lightevoked currents evoked by large spots versus small ones, first for green and then for UV stimuli ( Figures 3E, 3I , 3K, and 3M), under each pharmacological manipulation. Under control conditions, surround antagonism was strong for green stimuli (ratio < <1), whereas it was generally weak for UV stimuli (ratio near 1). Gabazine and TTX strongly attenuated the suppressive green surround effect ( Figure 3R , right panel), HEPES less so, and strychnine not at all. For UV stimuli, where the surround was weak to begin with, the drugs generally had very little effect, though gabazine again appeared to eliminate the modest surround suppression seen in the control bath.
Serial Electron Microscopic Analysis Indicates a Diversity of Bipolar Inputs to M5 Cells
We used serial blockface electron microscopy (SBEM) to identify ribbon synaptic inputs to M5 cells and to reconstruct the presynaptic bipolar cells that provided them. We used the adult mouse SBEM volume of Ding et al. (Ding et al., 2016) , which extends from the ganglion cell layer through the full IPL. We first traced all somata of the ganglion cell layer (n = 259), then reconstructed the dendritic profiles of all of those that were large enough to be plausible RGCs (n = 113). Reconstructions, though mostly incomplete, were detailed enough to distinguish monostratified cells from bistratified ones and to determine the primary depth of dendritic stratification. Among these, only two were plausible M5 cells, combining somata of intermediate size with a monostratified, moderately highly branched dendritic arbor in the inner ON sublayer of the IPL. These two cells (#7180 and #7027) were fully reconstructed (Figures 4A and 4B, respectively) . Their dendritic arbors stratified exclusively in the inner half of the ON sublayer, below the ON cholinergic bands, whose laminar position we inferred by partial reconstruction of 8 presumed ON-OFF direction-selective ganglion cells ( Figure 4D ). Dendritic branch points occurred at about the same spatial density in these two RGCs (929/mm 2 and 1,479/mm 2 ) as in our chromatically opponent patch-recorded M5 cells (1,358 ± 595 branch points/mm 2 ; mean ± SD; n = 17). Although soma diameters of 18.9 and 19.0 mm were somewhat larger than the mean diameter of 14.2 um (Table 1) , we measured by light microscopy, they were within the range (10-19 mm) we observed, though this comparison is of questionable value given differential shrinkage associated with the two methods. We mapped ribbon synaptic contacts onto these two presumed M5 cells (Figures 4A and 4B ; Movie S1) and then reconstructed 27 of the presynaptic bipolar cells providing these contacts. All were ON cone bipolar cells; none were rod bipolar cells. All cone bipolar cell types with axonal arbors in the inner ON sublamina were represented among presynaptic cell sample. Type 6 cells were common and easily recognizable from their compact axon terminal fields and the presence of ribbons and small side branches just distal to the ON ChAT band ( Figures  4E and 4G ). Type 7 bipolar cells had slightly larger arbors and narrowly stratified terminals at the proximal margin of the ON ChAT band (Figures 4E and 4G ). The remaining bipolar cells had larger, more sparsely branched axonal arbors ( Figure 4F ) and stratified closer to the ganglion cell layer than did Type 7 cells. These appeared to comprise a mixture of Type 8 and Type 9 bipolar cells. In accord with an earlier study (Helmstaedter et al., 2013) , Type 9 bipolar cells in our sample had larger, more sparsely branched arbors than Type 8 cells, and the two types appeared to form independent mosaics of terminal fields ( Figure 4F ). We encountered several examples in which a single bipolar cell independently contacted both M5 cells at different ribbon synapses.
All ribbon contacts onto M5 dendrites appeared to be dyad synapses. This was not always obvious in single-plane views (see Figures 5J and 5L ) but was invariably confirmed by serial EM analysis. The postsynaptic profile paired with the M5 dendrite was almost always an amacrine cell, as expected from current understanding of dyad ribbon contacts in the IPL. However, in a few cases the other postsynaptic process lacked any discernable vesicles for at least 20 mm in either direction, suggesting that it (like its paired M5 process) was an RGC dendrite. Indeed, in one such case, serial reconstruction showed that both postsynaptic processes were M5 cell dendrites, one each from cells #7180 and #7027 ( Figure 5E ). We observed a similar arrangement for a Type 9 ON cone bipolar terminal (Figure 5K) , although in that case the second presumptive M5 dendrite belonged to neither #7180 or #7027, but to a third cell that we were able to reconstruct only partially, because its soma lay outside the volume ( Figure 4C , blue arbor). The stratification and branching pattern of this ganglion cell were consistent with M5 cell morphology ( Figures 4C and 4D ). These three presumptive M5 cell dendritic arbors overlapped extensively, consistent with the M5 mosaic reconstructed from Credependent labeling of melanopsin-expressing ganglion cells ( Figure 1D ).
Regarding the more typical postsynaptic partners at ribbon contacts onto M5 cells-the amacrine processes-some of these contained synaptic vesicles right at the dyad synapse (e.g., Figures 5A, 5C , and 5H). Others lacked vesicles locally but exhibited vesicle-packed varicosities dozens of microns away. Thus, there is ultrastructural evidence for both feedforward excitation of medium-to-wide-field amacrine cells and for feedback inhibition of the bipolar terminal at the cone-bipolarto-M5 ribbon synapse.
We crosschecked these findings by mining the connectomic database of neuronal types in mouse retina generated and shared by Helmstaedter et al. (2013) . Using the same morphological criteria as for our own analysis, we identified three presumptive M5 cells in this dataset (cells #33, 35 and 36, Table  S1 ), comprising most of the ganglion cells included within Type 12 by Helmstaedter et al. (2013) . They included a fourth cell (#34) within their Type 12, but we excluded it because it was weakly bistratified, with a minor arbor in the OFF sublayer, as we confirmed by inspection of the original image data. We never encountered such bistratification among M5 cells.
Because synaptic specializations such as ribbons were not visible in their material, Helmstaedter et al. (2013) inferred synaptic connections between cells from the amount of contact between their plasma membranes, with contact areas >1 mm 2 estimated to have a >95% probability of being an actual synapse. Supplemental data that these authors provided on contact area between all reconstructed cells were broadly consistent with our findings. All of the cone bipolar cell types found to be presynaptic to M5 cells in our analysis (Types 6, 7, 8, and 9; Figure 7 ) met the criterion for such connectivity in the volume of Helmstaedter and colleagues (Table S1 ). Significantly, Type 9 cells were much more likely to be connected to the presumed M5 cells than to any other ganglion cell type. In fact, about 75% of all contact between Type 9 bipolar cells and RGC dendrites were traced to Type 12 ganglion cells (i.e., presumptive M5 cells). Similarly, Type 12 (M5) cells appeared to receive a particularly large fraction ($15%) of their total bipolar contact from Type 9 cells, whereas no other RGC type received even 1% of its bipolar input from Type 9 cells. However, some caution is warranted; their surface-contact analysis also implied that nearly a quarter of the bipolar input to Type 12 (M5) RGCs derives from rod bipolar cells, but we never saw such contacts in our analysis despite mapping hundreds of ribbon inputs.
M5 Cells Project to the dLGN
Might M5 cells contribute to geniculo-cortical color vision? Originally, ipRGCs were thought to almost entirely lack projections to the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) (Hattar et al., 2006) . However, a more sensitive Cre-based reporter that marks M5 cells along with all other known ipRGC types does label substantial numbers of retinogeniculate afferents (Ecker et al., 2010) , at least some of which derive from M4 ipRGCs (ON alpha cells, Estevez et al., 2012) . To determine whether M5 cells might also contribute, we injected a retrograde tracer into the dLGN and characterized the morphology of retrolabeled ipRGCs (Figure 6 ). In all cases, histology confirmed that the injection site involved the dLGN, but not the intergeniculate leaflet (IGL), ventral lateral geniculate nucleus (vLGN), or optic tract. We also confirmed that the retrograde labeling was topographically restricted as expected from dLGN retinotopy (Pfeiffenberger et al., 2006) .
We used two approaches in these studies. In one ( Figures  6A-6C) , we injected the retrograde tracer CTB-594 into the dLGN of melanopsin-reporter mice (Opn4 Cre/+ ;Z/EG +/À ), then targeted fluorescent double-labeled ipRGCs in the contralateral eye for intracellular dye filling in vitro. These studies yielded three examples of dye-filled retrolabeled cells that clearly matched the morphology of M5 cells ( Figure 6C ). In a second approach (Figures 6D-6L) , we injected the dLGN of Opn4 Cre/+ mice with red fluorescent latex microspheres (''beads''), a retrograde tracer that diffuses less and is relatively ineffective in labeling passing axons compared to CTB. Morphology of ipRGCs was revealed Table S1. in these experiments by intraocular injection of a Cre-dependent AAV2 virus that induces GFP expression in infected Cre-expressing cells. Though the high density of GFP-labeled processes precluded full reconstruction of individual ipRGCs, we could nonetheless easily identify M1, M2, and M4 subtypes of ipRGCs based on soma size, branching architecture, and stratification ( Figures 6H and 6I ). We also identified many presumptive M5 cells, based on their relatively small cell bodies, fine dendrites, and moderately highly branched, monostratified arbors in the inner ON sublayer of the IPL ( Figure 6G ). A few of these incompletely reconstructed cells could arguably have been grouped with either M2 or M5 cells, but otherwise subtype identification was unambiguous. The arbors of presumptive M5 cells overlapped considerably, confirming earlier evidence that they comprise a retinal mosaic ( Figure 1D ). In general, about half of the presumptive M5 cells were retrolabeled in the zone of densest retrolabeling. Similar results were obtained in five separate experiments of this type. distinctness of the M5 ganglion cell type within the heterogeneous class of ganglion cell photoreceptors. M5 cell dendritic arbors are more compact and highly branched than those of the M1-M4 types. Previously characterized ganglion cell types that may correspond to M5 cells include the Type 12 cell of Helmstaedter et al. (2013) , the G6 cell of Vö lgyi et al. (2009), G28 of Baden et al. (2016) , and the U cell of S€ umb€ ul et al. (2014) . Morphological criteria alone are generally sufficient to distinguish M5 cells from other ipRGCs (M1-M4). Within the limited parameter space we have explored here, there is modest overlap between M5 cells and two other monostratified ON ipRGC subtypes (the M2 and M4 cells), but in most cases distinguishing them is straightforward. Still, the uniqueness of the M5 type among ipRGCs is most strikingly evident in the functional domain: only M5 cells exhibit marked, consistent chromatic opponency.
Circuitry for Chromatic Opponency: The Center Mechanism Through electrophysiology and ultrastructural analysis, we have sketched the outlines of circuitry underlying the spatial and spectral opponency M5-cell receptive fields (Figure 7) . The center mechanism receives a blend of UV-opsin and M-opsin excitation, and this is consistent with known circuitry. There are two cone types in mice. By far the more abundant type expresses a mixture of M-opsin and UV-opsin, but the mixture shifts from almost exclusive M-opsin expression dorsally to almost exclusive UV-opsin expression ventrally. The second type, the rarer ''true'' short-wavelength cone, expresses only UV opsin regardless of retinal location. We observed abundant ribbon inputs to M5 cells from all four ON cone bipolar types deploying their axonal arbors within the inner ON IPL, among the M5 cell dendrites (i.e., Types 6, 7, 8, and 9). Three of these types (6, 7, and 8) receive non-selective cone input in the outer retina (W€ assle et al., 2009 ) and thus carry a topographically varying blend of the two opsin signals. The remaining bipolar input, from Type 9 cone bipolar cells, appears to carry a pure UV opsin signal because their dendrites selectively contact true UV cones.
The strength of the UV opsin drive to M5 ipRGCs may be special to them. A connectomic surface-contact analysis (Helmstaedter et al., 2013) provides evidence for disproportionate Type 9 UVcone-selective bipolar input onto presumptive M5 cells (Results  and Table S1 ). By contrast, another monostratified ON ipRGCthe M4 cell or ON-alpha cell-is reported to receive bipolar input predominantly from Type 6 cone bipolar cells (Schwartz et al., 2012) . In M5 cells, UV stimuli restricted to the receptive-field center generally evoked larger responses than flux-matched green stimuli, but spectral modeling indicates that contributions from the two cone opsins are roughly of equal strength.
Though rods presumably also contribute to the center, we could not evaluate their contribution under our experimental conditions. Our ultrastructural analysis suggests that M5 cells lack direct input from rod bipolar ribbon synapses, as is generally assumed for mammalian ganglion cells (but see Helmstaedter et al., 2013) . Scotopic responses of M5 cells are likely mediated, as for other ON RGCs (including other ipRGCs), through some combination of rod-bipolar-AII amacrine (primary) pathway and rod-cone coupling (secondary rod pathway).
Surround Mechanisms
The surround appears dominated by M-opsin signals and is strong enough when engaged to invert the ON center response to green stimuli. UV-opsin appears to contribute to the surround in some cells, but not all. Such variability could be linked to the retinal location of recorded cells; M cones surely contribute to the surround but will carry more or less UV-opsin signal based on location. Even true UV cones could make some contribution to the surround which, like the center, is mediated by the ON channel ( Figure 3O ); all ON cone bipolar cells apparently receive some synaptic input from true UV cones (Behrens et al., 2016) . However, the dominance of M-opsin over UV-opsin drive to the antagonistic surround suggests that the responsible amacrine-cell network is weighted against UV-opsin, as it would be, for example, if it lacked any contribution from Type 9 (UVselective) bipolar cells (Figure 7) . The longer-wavelength preference of the surround could be further enhanced if UV-opsin, through true UV cones and Type 9 bipolar cells, actively suppressed the surround-generating circuit. Among mouse bipolar cells, only Type 1 OFF bipolar cells make selective contacts with M cones (Behrens et al., 2016) . Sign-inverted signals from these bipolar cells seem excluded as a source of the M-dominant surround because the surround is apparently driven solely by the ON channel ( Figure 3O ).
The surround inhibition seems likely to be mediated mainly by medium to wide-field spiking ON GABAergic amacrine cells. It is Murine cone outer segments (triangles) contain either pure UV cone opsin (purple) or a mixture of UV and M-cone opsin (green). Bipolar cell Types 6-8 sample from all cone types,whereas Type 9 bipolar cells sample selectively from cones containing only UV opsin. The M5 ipRGC (yellow circle) builds a receptive field center from inputs from Type 6-8, as well as Type 9 bipolar. Surround antagonism derives from wide-field spiking GABAergic amacrine cells that sample from bipolar Types 6-8 but not from Type 9 and are thus better activated by M than by UV cone-opsin drive.
abolished by blockade of ionotropic GABAergic inhibition (Figures 3E and 3F) , of the ON channel ( Figures 3O and 3P) , or of voltage-gated sodium channels ( Figure 3K ). This amacrine-cell circuit appears to act at least partly by inhibiting the bipolar terminals that drive the M5's center mechanism because surround stimulation reduces current noise in M5 cells and triggers a net outward current, presumably by suppressing a resting glutamatergic inward current ( Figures 3A and 3B) . Thus, the surround apparently acts presynaptically to suppress bipolar drive to the M5 cell's center mechanism. Our ultrastructural findings make this arrangement plausible; vesicle-containing amacrine cell profiles are found at many dyad synapses onto M5 cells, some of these derived from amacrine processes that extend horizontally for hundreds of microns.
Horizontal cell feedback contributes to chromatic opponency in some ganglion cells, but this seems not to be the primary mechanism in M5 cells. Blocking such feedback with HEPES buffer depressed overall surround antagonism somewhat, but did not fundamentally alter chromatic opponency ( Figures 3M  and 3N ). Nor does melanopsin play any obvious role in the chromatic opponency, which persisted in M5 cells recorded in melanopsin knockout retinas. Contributions from the intrinsic response should be spatially restricted to the somadendritic profile of the cells and thus to the receptive-field center. There, it might boost the synaptically mediated center response, especially for blue visible wavelengths and for strong, steady illumination. However, such contributions are presumably modest, as the melanopsin-based intrinsic photoresponse is far weaker ($10 pA) than the synaptically mediated light response (hundreds of pA).
Relation to Earlier Findings on Chromatic Coding in Mice and Other Species
Among extracellularly recorded mouse retinal ganglion cells, about 2% had S-ON and M-OFF responses to full-field stimuli (Ekesten and Gouras, 2005) . These may have been M5 cells, but their morphology was not determined. In the opsin transition zone, some alpha-like ganglion cells in mice exhibit S-ON/ M-OFF color opponency (Chang et al., 2013) . These are distinct from the M5 cells reported here, which have smaller somas and more compact, highly branched dendritic arbors than alpha cells, including the M4 (''ON-alpha'') ipRGCs ; see also Figure 1 and Table 1 ). Moreover, chromatic opponency is present in M5 cells located far from the opsin transition zone.
Short-wavelength-preferring color opponent retinal ganglion cells have been documented in various other dichromatic mammals including the cat, guinea pig, ground squirrel, and rabbit, as well as in trichromatic non-human primates, but their form and the synaptic basis of their opponency vary widely, and none strongly resembles the M5 cell in mice (see Marshak and Mills, 2014 for review) . In particular, the chromatically opponent center-surround mechanism in M5 cells differs from opponency generated by sign-inverting amacrine cells as demonstrated previously in the mouse (Chang et al., 2013) , guinea pig (Yin et al., 2009) , ground squirrel (Sher and DeVries, 2012) , and rabbit in either S+/MÀ or M+/SÀ opponent RGCs. It also differs from two types of color opponent cells in primates: the center-only S+/(LM) À small bistratified cell and the (LM)+/SÀ chromatically opponent ipRGC described in monkeys (Dacey et al., 2005 (Dacey et al., , 2014 Dacey and Lee, 1994) . While it is generally agreed that blue-yellow opponency is the ancestral form of chromatic coding in mammalian visual systems, it appears to be implemented in different ways by different cell types among extant mammals (Marshak and Mills, 2014; Solomon and Lennie, 2007) Role in Visual Function Though ipRGCs are typically associated with non-image-forming functions such as circadian photoentrainment and the pupillary light reflex, some subtypes also innervate the dLGN and influence the visual cortex, and we show that M5 cells are among those linked to the cortical visual pathway. It seems likely the chromatic opponency of M5 cells is maintained to some extent at the geniculate and cortical level and that it could therefore contribute the mouse's behavioral capacity for chromatic discrimination (Jacobs et al., 2004) . A minority of neurons in both the dLGN and visual cortex of mice exhibit chromatic signals that are not readily explained by the dorsoventral opsin gradient, and some of these share the M5 cells' UV+/MÀ wavelength preference (Aihara et al., 2017; Denman et al., 2017; Ekesten and Gouras, 2008; Tan et al., 2015) . UV-selective geniculate neurons exhibit relatively sustained responses compared to mouse dLGN neurons generally (Denman et al., 2017) , mirroring the sustained responses of M5 cells.
In murine visual cortex, UV-preferring neurons are found even in the representation of the inferior visual field (dorsal retina), where the predominant cone type expresses mainly M-opsin. M5 cells, which similarly prefer UV over green stimuli throughout the retina, are a plausible source of excitatory geniculocortical drive for such UV-preferring cortical neurons. Overall, however, the interrelationships among color-selective neurons at retinal, thalamic, and cortical levels remain unclear in mice, as in primates (Solomon and Lennie, 2007) .
Thus, while M5 cells share melanopsin expression and intrinsic photosensitivity with other ipRGCs, their synaptically driven properties and brain projections implicate them in mechanisms of visual perception, especially color vision. This adds to growing evidence that image-forming and non-image-forming pigments, cell types, and circuits are not as distinct as once imagined. A possible role for M5 cells in non-image-forming functions is not excluded, especially because the central projections beyond those to the dLGN described here remain to be determined. Some mouse SCN neurons have recently been reported to exhibit cone-dependent blue-on/yellow-off spectral opponency (Walmsley et al., 2015) . Chromatic cues could provide a more reliable indication of time of day than changes in ambient illumination alone. Could M5 cells be the source of such chromatic information influencing the circadian system? Retinal input to the mouse SCN is thought to derive from chromatically unselective M1 and M2 subtypes of ipRGCs Hattar et al., 2002 Hattar et al., , 2006 . However, the intergeniculate nucleus, a component of the LGN complex, projects to the SCN in some mammals (Harrington, 1997) , providing a possible route by which M5 cells might indirectly supply chromatic information to the circadian pacemaker.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
Immunohistochemistry and antibodies
Immunohistochemical protocols were as reported previously and described here: Retinas were fixed for 1 h in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PBS), then rinsed in 0.1 M PBS (6 3 10 min). Retinas were soaked overnight at 4 C in a PBS solution of 2% Triton X-100 and 5% donkey serum, then incubated for two days at 4 C in primary antibody, rinsed in PBS (6 3 10 min), then incubated for 2-4 hr at 4 C in secondary antibody and finally washed in PBS (3 3 15 min). The primary antibodies were goat polyclonal anti-choline acetyltransferase (1:200; ChAT; Millipore, Temecula, CA) and rabbit polyclonal anti-melanopsin (1:10,000; ATS-Advanced Targeting Systems, San Diego, CA). Secondary antibodies were Alexa Fluor 594 or 647 donkey anti-goat IgG and Alexa Fluor donkey anti-rabbit 594 (1:200; Invitrogen-Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). In some cases, the sensitivity of melanopsin immunodetection was increased by tyramide signal amplification with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-tagged goat anti-rabbit IgG and Alexa Fluor 594 tyramide (TSA-15, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), using the manufacturer's protocol exactly with the exception of PerkinElmer 1X Plus Amplification Diluent which replaced the diluent included in the kit. Retinas were mounted on glass slides and coverslipped using Aqua-Mount or ProLong Gold (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) Serial block face electron microscopy To characterize the bipolar-cell inputs to M5 cells, we analyzed two sets of serial electron microscopic sections of adult mouse retina. The first of these (e2006) is the volume introduced and comprehensively analyzed by Helmstaedter and colleagues and made freely available online (Helmstaedter et al., 2013) . This volume was processed to suppress intracellular detail, including synaptic specializations, in favor of highlighting the extracellular space to facilitate exhaustive segmentation. Supplemental material in the paper includes detailed reconstructions of every bipolar cell and ganglion cell in the volume and the amount of surface contact between any two cells, an indirect measure of presumptive synaptic contact. The second volume (k0725) is described in detail elsewhere (Ding et al., 2016) . It was obtained from a young adult mouse (C57BL/6; 30 days of age), and fixed for 2 hr at room temperature in 2% buffered glutaraldehyde. A 1 mm 2 sample obtained roughly midway between optic disk and retinal margin was excised, stained with heavy metals to reveal synaptic ribbons and vesicles and other intracellular detail, dehydrated, and embedded in Epon Hard. A trimmed block ($200 mm x 400 mm) was imaged in a scanning electron microscope with a field-emission cathode (QuantaFEG 200, FEI Company). Back-scattered electrons were detected using a custom-designed detector and custom-built current amplifier. The incident electron beam delivered about 10 electrons/nm 2 . Imaging was performed at high vacuum. Sides of the block were evaporation-coated with gold. The block face was serially cut as described elsewhere (Helmstaedter et al., 2013) . Using a 26 nm section thickness 10112 consecutive block faces were imaged, yielding aligned data volumes of 4992 3 16000 3 10112 voxels (1 3 5 mosaic of 3584 3 3094 images). This corresponds to a spatial volume of approximately 50 3 210 3 260 mm. The smallest dimension corresponds to retinal depth, which ranged from the ganglion cell layer to the innermost part of the inner nuclear layer. The edges of neighboring mosaic images overlapped by $1 mm. Mosaics and slices were aligned offline to subpixel precision by Fourier shiftbased interpolation. The datasets were then split into cubes (128 3 128 3 128 voxels) for import into KNOSSOS (http:// knossostool.org/), a freely available software package for exploration and skeletonization of cell profiles in SBEM datasets. We also used open-source software for manual segmentation (ITK-Snap), and for three-dimensional displays of profiles of interest (ParaView).
Intravitreal eye injections
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (3% in oxygen; Matrx VIP 3000, Midmark). A viral vector designed for Cre-dependent cell labeling with GFP (AAV2-CAG-Flex-GFP; Vector Core, UNC http://www.med.unc.edu/genetherapy/vectorcore, which can be found under AAV In Stock Vectors: Ed Boyden > Control Vectors Serotype 2; AAV-CAG-FLEX-GFP; 1.5-2 mL of $3.7 3 10 12 units/mL) was injected into the vitreous humor of the right eye through a glass pipette using a microinjector (Picospritzer III, Science Products GmbH). Two weeks following the intravitreal injections, animals were subjected to intracranial injections of fluorescent beads into the dLGN. A week later, animals were killed and retinas and brains harvested.
Brain Injections
To determine whether M5 ipRGCs innervate the dLGN, we combined retrograde transport of fluorescent tracers with contrasting fluorescent tags marking melanopsin-expressing cells and revealing their somadendritic architecture. For these studies, mice were anesthetized by inhalation of 3% isoflurane and placed in a stereotaxic apparatus. Retrograde tracer (100-300 nL) was injected into the dLGN through a glass micropipette by pulses of pneumatic pressure. Two variants of the method were used. In one set of experiments, we used the retrograde tracer cholera toxin b-subunit conjugated to Alexa Fluor 594 (CTB-594). This was injected unilaterally into the dLGN of Opn4
Cre/+ ;Z/EG +/À mice. One or more days post-injection, mice were euthanized and contralateral retinas were isolated and maintained in a superfusion chamber. EGFP-positive presumptive ipRGCs that were also retrolabeled were dye-filled by intracellular injection as described . In a second experimental series, we used an alternative retrograde tracer (rhodamine latex microspheres [Lumafluor] diluted to half the stock concentration with water) and injected into the dLGN of Opn4 Cre/+ mice. Two to four weeks previously, these mice had received an intraocular injection through a glass pipette using a microinjector (Picospritzer III, Science Products GmbH) of one of two flexed (Cre-dependent) viruses into the eye contralateral to the dLGN injection, triggering intense GFP fluorescence in the membranes of Cre-expressing cells (i.e., ipRGCs). GFP (AAV2-CAG-Flex-GFP; Vector Core, UNC; 1.5-2 mL of $3.7 3 10 12 units/mL) was injected into the vitreous humor of the right eye. Brains were removed, submerged in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight, rinsed in phosphate buffer, and embedded in agarose. Coronal sections were cut at 50 mm on a vibratome (Leica VT100S) and mounted on glass slides with Aqua-Mount. The location and specificity of the injection site was confirmed using epifluorescence and bright field imaging of brain sections as well as topographic evaluation of the retrograde retinal labeling pattern.
Imaging
Dye-filled cells were digitally imaged on an epifluorescence microscope Ecker et al., 2010) . Confocal images were acquired with either a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta or Zeiss 800 laser scanning microscope and analyzed using either Zeiss LSM Image Browser or Zen 2 software. Dye-filled cells were manually reconstructed, measured, and analyzed using ImageJ and Adobe Photoshop as described previously (Estevez et. al., 2012) . Confocal z stacks from selected dye-filled cells were computationally processed to normalize depth relative to the choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) immunopositive laminae, as pioneered by others (S€ umb€ ul et al., 2014) . Custom MATLAB software incorporated code from S€ umb€ ul and colleagues for automated detection of the ChAT bands, permitted iterative fine-tuning of depth assignments by the user, and also normalized the depth difference between the ON and OFF ChAT bands. These corrected z stacks were used to generate plots of dendritic depth (integrated signal strength as a function of z) and warp-corrected orthogonal projections, using the Plot Z Axis Profile and Orthogonal Views stack functions of ImageJ (Figure 1) .
When using Cre-dependent viruses to assess the morphology of ipRGCs retrolabeled from the dLGN, we reconstructed the somadendritic profiles of individual cells by carefully tracing individual labeled processes through high resolution confocal z stacks. Ambiguity could arise where two labeled processes were closely apposed, ambiguity could arise about which process represented the continuation of the process being traced. As in a prior study , we were often able to resolve this ambiguity by careful assessment of process caliber, form, staining intensity, and depth, and by the tendency of processes to follow relatively straight courses. Where substantial uncertainty remained (typically for finer distal dendrites), we terminated the tracing at that point. Thus, these reconstructions are surely incomplete.
Modeling cone opsin contributions
We generated a simple model to probe the relative contribution of the mouse's two cone photopigments to the excitatory center response of M5 cells. We assumed equivalent photon-flux activation thresholds for these pigments at their best wavelength (l max ). Relative sensitivities of the two opsins for any monochromatic stimulus were derived from opsin template functions (Lamb, 1995) set to peak sensitivities of 360 nm (for UV opsin) and 510 nm (for the mid-wavelength cone opsin). The excitatory effect of monochromatic light acting through a single pigment system to excite the M5 cell was modeled as sigmoidal saturating function of light intensity, using the Michaelis-Menten equation. A fixed gain term (exponent = 1.5) gave a good fit to the slope of the empirically determined irradiance-response functions across all conditions. The net irradiance-response behavior of the M5 center mechanism for a specific monochromatic wavelength was modeled as the weighted sum of the fractional contributions from each pigment system. This fraction was the only free parameter in the model.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Morphological data in Table 1 are shown as mean ± standard deviation, where n represents number of cells. Morphological comparisons between ipRGC subtypes were significant when p < 0.05, as determined by an independent two-tailed Student's t test performed in Origin Pro 2016. Analysis of physiological data was performed in Clampfit 10.3 and MATLAB. Data plotted in Figure 3 are mean ± standard error of mean. Our physiological data violated both the normality and homoscedasticity assumptions. Therefore, we utilized t test for two independent samples using percentile bootstrap methods (Wilcox and Rousselet, 2017) . Specifically, we used the difference between the bootstrap-sampled medians of the two groups as a test statistic (d). If the 95% confidence interval of d does not include zero, the medians of the two groups are significantly different.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
An analysis program to flatten retinal image stacks using CHaT bands ( Figure 1A ) was developed based on code from S€ umb€ ul et al. (2014) and is freely available at the following URL: https://github.com/mschiel/retinal-flattener.
